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ITCO Minutes 2/11/08 
 
Present: Tiff Adkins, Gail Rathbun, Joseph McCormick, Steve Carr, Linda Meyer, Judith 
Garrison, Lee Peitzman 
Absent: Sue Mau, Richard Strong, Eric Vitz, 
Resigned: Brandon Smits, Student Representative (no replacement as yet) 
 
Meeting convened at 4 pm in KT 101. 
 
Benefits Bar proposal 
George McClellan, Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, presented “Benefits Bar” which 
is being considered as a fundraising tool to build a scholarship fund and an emergency 
fund (Brown Ink Society) for students. Benefits Bar is a toolbar that users may download 
and add to their browser screens that enables them to search the internet using the Yahoo 
directory/search engine. The bar may be branded with an organization’s logo. One penny 
out of the three pennies Yahoo received for every search goes to the fund. Benefits Bar 
was chosen because it poses the least threat to the security of our LAN. The bar would be 
part of the browser screen on all student computing lab computers on campus. Staff and 
faculty would have the option to download the toolbar. The toolbar can also be used to 
run crawling script to publicize school events and activities. George estimated that, based 
the experience of other organizations using the Benefits Bar, IPFW could possibly raise 
$10-15,000/year. 
 
Since the toolbar is based on Yahoo, there will be advertisements displayed. George said 
that IPFW could request that certain types of ads not be shown. 
 
ITS has been testing the toolbar for any interference with Oasis and Banner. Also, 
because security levels must be lowered in order to permit its use, ITS is making sure that 
the system would be secure from malware. Benefits Bar has declared that the toolbar will 
not encourage spam, spyware, or malware. 
 
Committee members thought in was, in principle, that this was a good way to raise 
money, but they raised a number of questions about privacy, the quality of the Yahoo 
search engine for academic work, and the ethics of supporting a commercial venture. 
Their comments are articulated in Addendum 1 to these notes. 
 
George will be speaking to ACITAS and other faculty and staff committees and units to 
gather as much input as possible, and gain visibility for the project. The tentative rollout 
date is March 1st. Linda Meyer commented that no faculty have heard about the Benefit 
Bar and that the rollout date seemed a little premature. 
 
These URLs were later sent from Joseph via Gail to the committee, who asked to see an 
example of what the toolbar looks like and how it operates. Addendum 2 shows the 
Benefits Bar Terms of Agreement. 
 
URL for IPFW download: 
http://www.benefitbar.com/benefitbar/subscribe/toolbar.php?toolbarId=745 
 
Privacy Policy: 
http://www.benefitbar.com/benefitbar/home/privacy.php 
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Alfresco File Sharing Software 
Jeff Nowak, Associate Professor, Education, demonstrated Alfresco, which he described 
as corporate open source software. He has been running this software on his own server. 
He is now using this software to facilitate file-sharing among his Educational Studies 
students. It has both a drag and drop mode and a Web Dav mode. He has been working 
with ITS and with Bob Sedlmeyer’s class to test the concept and seek deployment and 
support by ITS. One of the chief advantages that this system affords is the capability of 
share files with entities outside of IPFW, a capability that Blackboard Vista is not 
configured for. 
 
ITCO Report and work plan 
Gail highlighted the ITPC requests stemming from the ITCO report that she delivered on 
1-17-08. These were: 
 
1. Define a software purchasing process and how to disseminate 
2. Work with Susan on defining the responsibilities of an LSP and how to set up new 
LSPs so that all units have representation 
3. Request for $3000 was approved, pending a more detailed proposal 
 
Gail suggested that between now and the next meeting the two sub-committees re-
convene to discuss requests 2 and 3, and that request 1 be tabled. The LSP committee is 
composed of Joseph, Eric, Judith, and Sue. The Instructional Technology Information 
committee is composed of Gail, Steve, and Tiff. 
 
The next meeting will be at 4 pm on March 17, 2008 in KT 101. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 5:20 pm 
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ITCO 02/11/08 Addendum 1 
 

IPFW, by adopting and branding the bar, the technology for which is provided by Yahoo, 
has decided that supporting a commercial venture is OK given that the end is raising 
money for a charitable cause. That is, IPFW has decided that it is OK  to use its name to 
support Yahoo's advertisers, which is the chief way in which Yahoo makes money. Also, 
by adding considerable numbers of users to Yahoo's user base through IPFW's 
sponsorship, the value of the company to its shareholders is enhanced. Yahoo is also able 
to better market its services to other advertisers, using higher numbers of users. There is 
an appearance of not doing any harm, and also it seems that rights of individuals are 
protected.  
 
Another question is: If the IPFW-sponsored benefit bar is downloaded at home to use as a 
search engine, will Yahoo be presenting the user with the same set of limited ads as 
would be seen at IPFW, or will the user see ads tailored to the user’s searching, and 
consequently information is gathered about the user’s interests, the better to present the 
user with customized ads and such every time the user sits at a home computer. One 
could feel a little queasy about either having IPFW limit the ads I might see (not the 
position of the ITCO committee members), or from the opposite point of view, having 
IPFW be associated with customized advertising to me. 
 
We all use search engines with associated advertising yes, but the situation is different 
when an institution decides to attach itself explicitly to a particular commercial venture. 
 
Putting the ethical question aside, and somewhat related to Steve's point, is whether 
Yahoo is the type of search engine that we want to recommend to our students, as having 
the benefit bar on student lab computers implies. Yahoo is not a search engine that many 
academics use for academic work, though they might use it for shopping and finding 
phone numbers. If we were going to recommend a search engine, we would look at 
Google Scholar. Of course, that does not help raise money, or we would look at academic 
metasearch engines. 
 
We believe that it is important that all issues be thought through and discussed 
thoroughly with staff, faculty, and students. This situation is perhaps analogous to 
inviting Pizza Hut and Subway to our campus, or with having gambling money pay for 
education, so perhaps the horse is already out of the barn. 
 
GoodTree is another charitable search toolbar has probably already been investigated. 
Perhaps it has too many security issues or is no longer available, but the advantage is that 
it operates as a meta search engine, incorporating results from at least three search 
engines. This factor might somewhat mitigate ethical concerns--at least IPFW is not 
sponsoring just one commercial venture, Yahoo. 

 
QUESTIONS (as summarized by Joseph) 
○ What kind of data is being collected for each user session? 
 ○ A demo would be helpful to the end users.  Can you show us what the interface will look like in both web browsers? 
 ○ Are there ethics concerns with regard to advertising and the use of this toolbar as "the" source for searches? 
 ○ How does it look/operate? 
 ○ Is there any personally identifiable information gathered by the company? 
 ○ Will there by solicitations via email should I elect to provide my address? 
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ITCO 02/11/08 Addendum 2 
 

Terms of agreement (must be OK'd prior to download): 
 ACCEPTANCE OF THE TERMS OF THE USAGE AGREEMENT  
Privacy 
All information is confidential and there is no SPYWARE, ADWARE , TRACKING or POP-UP'S.  
The BenefitBar is offered to you, the User, conditioned on your acceptance without modification of the terms, conditions, 
and notices contained herein. Your use of this BenefitBar constitutes an implicit agreement to be bound by all of the 
terms of this Usage Agreement.  
Acceptance of Terms 
The following are terms of a legal agreement between you and BenefitBar. By accepting, you acknowledge that you have 
read, understood, and agree, to be bound by these terms and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. The 
BenefitBar provided on this Site is protected by law, including, but not limited to, United States Copyright Law and 
international treaties. BenefitBar makes no representation that materials in the Site are appropriate or available for use in 
other locations, and access to them from territories where their contents are illegal is prohibited. Those who choose to 
access this Site from other locations do so on their own initiative and are responsible for compliance with applicable local 
laws. Any claim relating to, and the use of, this Site and the materials contained herein is governed by the laws of the 
state of Missouri.  
Patent Information 
Technologies and processes embodied in and used by this BenefitBar - are covered by one or more Patents Pending.  
Use Restrictions 
The copyright in all material provided on this BenefitBar is held by BenefitBar or by the original creator of the material. 
Except as stated herein, none of the material may be copied, reproduced, distributed, republished, downloaded, 
displayed, posted or transmitted in any form or by any means, including, but not limited to, electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of BenefitBar or the copyright owner. 
Permission is granted to display and download the BenefitBar for personal, non-commercial use only, provided you do not 
modify the materials and that you retain all copyright and other proprietary notices contained in the materials. This 
permission terminates automatically if you breach any of these terms or conditions. You also may not, without 
BenefitBar's permission, "mirror" any material contained on this BenefitBar on any other server. Any unauthorized use of 
any material contained on this BenefitBar may violate copyright laws, trademark laws, the laws of privacy and publicity, 
and communications regulations and statutes.  
U.S. Government Restricted Rights 
The materials on this BenefitBar are provided with "RESTRICTED RIGHTS." Use, duplication, or disclosure by the 
Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in applicable laws and regulations. Use of the materials by the 
Government constitutes acknowledgment of BenefitBar�s proprietary rights in them.  
Limitation of Liability 
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, NEGLIGENCE, SHALL BENEFITBAR BE LIABLE FOR 
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
LOSS OF DATA OR PROFIT, ARISING OUT OF THE USE, OR THE INABILITY TO USE, THIS BENEFITBAR, EVEN IF 
BENEFITBAR OR A BENEFITBAR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES. IF YOUR USE OF THIS BENEFITBAR RESULTS IN THE NEED FOR SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION OF 
EQUIPMENT OR DATA, YOU ASSUME ANY COSTS THEREOF. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR 
LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT 
APPLY TO YOU.  
Liability Disclaimer 
The information, software, products, and services published on this BenefitBar may include inaccuracies, typographical, or 
factual errors. BenefitBar and/or its respective suppliers may make improvements and/or changes in this BenefitBar. 
BenefitBar and/or its respective suppliers make no representations about the suitability of the information, software, 
products, and services contained on this BenefitBar for any purpose. All such information, software, products, and 
services are provided "as is" without warranty of any kind. In no event shall BenefitBar and/or its suppliers be liable for 
any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, special, or consequential damages arising out of or in any way connected with 
the use of this BenefitBar or with the delay or inability to use this BenefitBar, or for any information, software, products, 
and services obtained through this BenefitBar, or otherwise arising out of the use of this BenefitBar, whether based on 
contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise. Because some states or jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of 
liability for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.  
  

 


